
“G.R.E.E.N  in  Europe”  surfs
on the webpages of Taranto’s
newspapers
Today on the webpage of one of our local newspapers it has
been posted an interesting article concerning our project. Our
two years teaching and learning experiences; the exchange of
“best  practices”  on  eco-sustainaible  themes,  lived  also
through the mobilities, have been shared with a community of
people  that  needs  to  be  encouraged  in  changing  their  own
lifestyle. Thanks to this project Taranto’s citizenship is
considering how important is to grow up in new generations the
awareness in protecting and respecting the environment since
the youngest age of its own population.
For Taranto it’s just a starting point!

Here the link to the article

http://www.giornaleditaranto.com/cms/index.php?option=com_k2&v
iew=item&id=4982:scuola-green-in-europe-un-progetto-europeo-
con-la-lode-realizzato-dall-istituto-comprensivo-r-moro-di-
taranto&Itemid=135

A PACKAGING….EXPERIENCE!
One of the classes of our 10 years old students of the primary
school today have worked together with a group of students of
the low secondary school (13 years old)  to realize something
very interesting!

The “packaging” of a product!

https://lnx.icmorotaranto.edu.it/wordpress/erasmus/en/2018/04/12/g-r-e-e-n-in-europe-surfs-on-the-webpages-of-tarantos-newspapers/
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http://www.giornaleditaranto.com/cms/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=4982:scuola-green-in-europe-un-progetto-europeo-con-la-lode-realizzato-dall-istituto-comprensivo-r-moro-di-taranto&Itemid=135
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https://lnx.icmorotaranto.edu.it/wordpress/erasmus/en/2018/02/21/a-packaging-experience/


The children of the primary school, after having studied the
“process” that leads to the biological production of a
typical  apulien food product, have thought how to “package”
it !

They made a lot of drafts and written some procedures
underling the importance of using “recycled” materials!



At  the  end,  with  the  help  of  the  low  secondary  school
students, their tutor during the activity, they made a lot of
different “packaging”proving their “entrepeneurial skills”!

The experience has been great!

And  now….  we  are  starting   working   on  the  “advertising
poster”!

CREATIVE  …..ADVERTISING  IN
ACTION
Thanks to our Erasmus+ project, students of the Primary School
are  exploring  with  great  interest  the  “secrets”  of  the
advertising process!

https://lnx.icmorotaranto.edu.it/wordpress/erasmus/en/2018/02/12/creative-advertising-in-action/
https://lnx.icmorotaranto.edu.it/wordpress/erasmus/en/2018/02/12/creative-advertising-in-action/


With  the  help  of  one  “expert”  in  “Communication  and
marketing”,  mother  of  one  of  the  pupil  involved  in  the
project, the young 10 years old learners in Taranto are 
testing their “creative” abilities in producing “storylines”
and “storyboards” . It’s a wonderful experience!

Meeting the “expert”!

Working in “group” ! Be cooperative , to be “creative”!

From the “storyline” to the “storyboard”



TO BE CONTINUED……

Here is the link to the whole learning experience!

CREATIVE advert._SP

TARANTO,  A  POSSIBLE  URBAN
RENEWAL
10 years old students since last year have been discussing
with their teachers about the possible “reconversion” of their
town. What can we do in order to reach the 11th goal indicated
in the Agenda 2030?

They started with these drawings…and we hope that one of their
dreams can become true soon!

IdeasForUrbanChange_PS

http://lnx.icmorotaranto.edu.it/wordpress/erasmus/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/CREATIVE-advert._SP.pdf
https://lnx.icmorotaranto.edu.it/wordpress/erasmus/en/2018/01/21/taranto-a-possible-urban-renewal/
https://lnx.icmorotaranto.edu.it/wordpress/erasmus/en/2018/01/21/taranto-a-possible-urban-renewal/
http://lnx.icmorotaranto.edu.it/wordpress/erasmus/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/IdeasForUrbanChange_PS.pdf


Let’s  talk  about:
“SUSTAINABILITY!”
Through games, drawings and  lapbooks students of the Low
Secondary  School  have  started  the  new  scholastic  year  by
talking  and  discussing  with  10  years  old  children  about
“SUSTAINABILITY” !

They have introduced the pupils of the primary school to the
importance of doing actions that “sustain” the world and they
have explained the meaning of the “17 GOALS” to be reached

within 2030!

By playing both memory games and “virtual on line games” the
“GOALS” have become something more real !

At the end of the meeting one question has been done by the
young children: “How can we sustain the world?”

https://lnx.icmorotaranto.edu.it/wordpress/erasmus/en/2017/11/26/lets-talk-about-sustainability/
https://lnx.icmorotaranto.edu.it/wordpress/erasmus/en/2017/11/26/lets-talk-about-sustainability/


The answer of the older students has been: ” Let’s start to
respect NATURE!”


